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1() Ab$_pCt
Observationalevidencefrom surfacetemperaturerecordsis presentedand discussedwhich suggests

a significantconlingtrend over the NorthernHemispherefrom 1940to the present. This cooling,
about 0.5°C,has compensatedfor much of the warmingthat took placeduring the first40 years of
thiscenturyand has occurredprimarilyat the middleand high latitudes. The coolingtrendfor the
rlorthernHemispherehas been associatedwith an increaseof the latitudinalgradientof temperature
and the lapserate,as predictedby climatemodelswith decreasedsolar inputand feedbackmechanisms.
Evidencehas a]so been gatheredto suggestthat four of these 80- to 100-yearcyclesof globalsur-
facetemperaturefluctuationmay have occurred,and in succession,from 1600 to the present.

Observationsand interpretationof sunspotactivityhave been used to infera directthermal
re_.ponseof terrestrialtemperatureto solar variabilityon the time scale of the Gleissbergcyc]e
(g0years,an amp]itudeof the It-yearcycles). Measurementsat the GreenwichObservatoryand the
Kitt Peak NationalObservatory,as wel] as other supportiveinformationand arguments,are presented
to hypothesizea physicallink betweenthe sunspotactivityand the solar parameter. On the time
scaleof the G1eissbergcycle,when the mean annual sunspotnumberexceeds50, it is proposedthat
g]obalcoolingmay be initiateddue to the decreasedinsclation,and converselyfor increased
luminosityand warming

, Observationsof sensibleheat f]ux by stationarypOanetarywaves and transienteddies,as well
as genera]circuOationmodelingresultsof these processes,have also been examinedfrom the view-
pointof the hypothesisof coolingdue to reducedinsolation. The westerliesappearto have shifted
southwardand to have strengthenedduring the recentcoolingperiod,which allowsfor argu_ts of a
preferredwave nu_er for stationarywaves due to mountaininteraction. Thls type of interaction
may give rise to Q,c=_rredregionsof heat flux as seen observationally,e.g., the warmingIn the
far westernreqionsoF the UnitedStatesand the sharpcoolingIn centraland easternregions.
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Abstract

Observational evidence from surface temperature records is presented t_
and discussed, which suggests a significant cooling trend over the Northern
Hemisphere from 1940 to present. This cooling, about 0.5°C, has compensated
for-much of the warming that took place during the first 40 years of this
century, and has occurred primarily at the middle and high latitudes. Some
regions of the middle latitudes have actually warmed while others, such as
the central and eastern United States, have experienced sharp cooling, lhe
cooling trend for the Northern Hemisphere has been associated with an in-
crease of both the latitudinal gradient of temperatureand ];helapse rate,
as predicted by climate models with decreased solar input and feedback mech-
anisms. Evidence has also been gathered to suggest that four of these 80 to
lO0 yedr cycles of global surface temperature fluctuation may have occurred,
and in succession from 1600 to present.

Observations and interpretationof sunspot activity have been used to
infer a direct thermal response of terrestrial temperature to solar varia-
bility on the time scale of the Gleissberg cycle (90 yea_s, an amplitude
of the ll-ycar cycles). Measurements at the Greenwich Observatory and the
Kitt Peak National Observatory, as well as other supportive informationand
arguments, are presented to hypothesize a physical link between the sunspot
activity and the solar parameter. On the time scale of the Gleissberg cycle
when the mean annual sunspot number exceeds 50 it is proposed that global
cooling may be initiated due to the decreased insolation, and conversly for
increased luminosity and warming. This is also supported by umbral-to-
penumbral ratios computed and interpreted by Hoyt (197ga). Further, obser-
vations and results from the Solar Max Mission Satellite program are pre-
_ented and dlscussed, which support the hypothesis that an active Sun is
less luminous. Independent studies of changes of planetary lumlnosity dur-
ing both quiet and active Sun are also presented and are supportive of this
hypothesis.

Observations of sensible heat flux by stationary planetary waves and
transient eddies, as well as general circulation modeling results of these
processes, have also been examined from the viewpoint of the hypothesis of
cooling due to reduced insolation. The westerlies appear to have shifted
southward and to have strengthened during the recent cooling period, which

, allows for arguments of a preferred wave number for stationary waves due to
mountain interaction. This type of interaction may give rise to preferred
regions of heat flux as seen observatlonally, e.g., the warming in the far

• west regions of the United States and the sharp cooling in central and eastern
regions. Cyclone frequencies have also been observed to shift southward,
with up to 25% reduction in January and July cyclone frequency during the
cooling trend in the western border of the North America continent and in

, the Gulf of Alaska. This region corresponds to the location of the large
' amplitude ridge in the planetary wave that has been observed, especially

during the w_nter season when the westerlies are stronger."i

i
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Introduction

"Some say the Earth will end in fire, o;h_.r'_';ayiCL '. ,_Sc)nLe,,rltt_'n

by Robert Frost. but the Earth th,.isfar _ ,'_ be_.nable to ,_aintainItself _.,_

fairly well within its 4.0 to 4.5 billion j,_r_ old Solar System. Lookinq

back in geologic tin_ the Earth has enjoyed periods, essentially free of

ice, and at other times it has supported a substantial cryosphere (during

periods of continental glaciation). Several Ice Ages have been noted, and

ou_ t_resentIce Age dates back to at least two million years ,_go. During

the periods of major extension of ice southward, over the continents (_.n

particular),e timates are that about 30',o'of the Earth was covered with ice

and snow, compared to present day estimates of 8 or 9 percent. The most

recent period of significance in the United States was the Wisconsin Glacier

which retreated out of the midwestern states about 15,fl00B.P. (before

present) and out of the northern Great Lakes region about I(),000B.P. The

maximum extent of the ice (southward)with the Wisconsin era was at _-l}_,OOO

B.P. Sonm postglacial advances and retreats were noted; with the period

from lO00 A.D. to 1300 A.D. being particularlywarm in the northern hemlsphere

(e.g.,as noted by the colonization of Green]and), while the period from 1600

to 1800 was particularly cold (the so-called "Little Ice Age"). A period of

the Little Ice Age, during the IZth century, has been noted by Jack Eddy, an

astronomer at the National Center for Atmospheric Researrh (NCAR), to corre-

spond with a period of solar inactivity known as the Maunder Minimum. How-

ever, a recent study by Landsberg (Ig80), (to be discussed in more detail

in a later section), suggests that the Maunder Minimum may have had rhythmic

i solar cycles, and other periods of the Little Ice Age era were even substan- ,,

i tially colder. This is evident in Landsberg's temperature record presented
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_n Figure ], which suggests that the two coldest periods were centered around

1610 and 1810 A.D. The period of the Maunder P_inimum is generally regarded

at 1645 to 1710, which was not during the coldest era in central and western ,W

Europe.

FssenLially this brings us up to the r.D_trecent 90 to log years of

time, which generally is war_r than the previous three centuries (as shown

:n Figure l). In fact Lhe cold period in the late 19th century has heep re-

garded by some as the fourth epoch of the Little Ice Age, albeit weaker than

the three previhus minlma {1610, 1670, IL_lO).

During the past 100 years the Earth (or the Northern Hemisphere> h_s

enjoyed a period that began quite cold near the end of the 19th century and

then warmed by nearly I°C, at around 1940,;and has subsequently dropped by

dL,out 0.5°C. Figure 2 shows a te_w_eratureprofile talen from the National
l

Academy of Science report, "Understanding Climatic Change", which shows the

warming trend durinq the first part of this century, and the unexpected

cooling that ha_,taken place during the past 35 to 40 years. COp enthuslast_

in particular have been anticipating the beginning of a warming trend capable

of melting a substantial amount of the cryosphere by the year of 2025 (see

the CEQ report, 1981). In fact the warming in the first half of this cent,st>'

was looked upon by .manyas a result of increased CO2 input into the atmosphere
i

(an estimated 200 ppm before the Industrial Revolution, about 1800; and pre-

sently at about 335 ppm). Particularly alarming, however, is the 7% increase

in concentration (during the past 15 years) accompanied by nw_ssivedefore-

stations un a global scale. The CO2 problem is a real one that merits our

full attention, but it is laid as|de for the moment In this paper to address

the question:

"Why cooling during the past 40 years?".
f
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Further Evidence of Coolinq

Additlonal data are now ex,_._inedto furthe,"ill'A',tratethe coollr_q_rond

in the Northern Hemisphere, and to examine it,persp_'ct:w.'thp climate flu,td(,

tions within the contiguous United States durinq the; recer_.t%-100 year cyclc,

or warming and cooling. Walte's (196_) data su_ar'les p_e_.eaate:in _tq:jre3,

although not up to date, show the cold perio, at the end of the Igth century

and the warming to about 1930-40 and the subseq_ent downturn in temperature.

The stornger signal in the temperature is evident in the middle tu hicjhlati-

tudes and over the continent (or Iowa). A representative station for the re-

gion impacted is Lafayette, Indiana. Looking at the meen annual temperature

at Lafayette for about the past lO0 years Isee Figure 4), the t_orthernHenri-

sphere trend is dramatical]y present (as in Iowa). lhe slight upward trend

in the early and mid 70's was again pointed out by CO2 enthusiasts as the

Leginning of CO2 waming, but the down trend has continued. In fact, 1979,

, .5 F) withnot shown was the co]dest year at Lafayette this century (4/ " .

only 1885 being colder (46.9°F). Th,'wamest was in 1931 at (_6.5°F). The

plet of clecada]n_an_ at lafayette show about a 5°F rise and a comparable

drop. The trend at Lafayette during this I00 years has been characteristic

of all seasons of the year, but was most prominent for the wimter season

(DJF). The decadal drop for winter ranged from an average of about 32°F in

the 1930'S to about 24.5°F in the Ig/O's. The average daily temperature at

Lafayette was notoriously cold for the three consecutive winters of lgl6-ll,

77-18, and 78-79. For example, the month of January 197/ averaged about

17°F below the normal of about Z4°F, and the 7°F average broke the _I00 year

record (of 11.1°F) by over 4°F. ' In fact, one day in January averaged over

40°F oelow normal. The te,q)eraturetrace for this winter also showed system- J

atic 2 to 3 week oscillations in average daily ten_)erature,whlch may be

linked to westward propagating planetary waves.
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[emperature departures from the normal for the U_Ited States during

these recent harsh winters has shown a persistent pattern of cold In the

_ast and war_ in the west, as shown fcr exanl)lein Figure 5 for the winter "x

of 1977-7_. This was a]so characteristic _,fthe cold period over'the UnitPrl

States durinu thr_19th century as shown In _iqure 6, after Wahl and Lawson

!197()). _,tuc'.e_h, wrl loon, WIIll,_._,s,,ie,,r,_._,.q:,,,thFrsat ',LA_(_ /6, 77,

7_) have show'lthp he,_ispheri(:tr,rldfrui:l!_J4gtO p,esent (the ;,;CARdata set

is regarded by most as the best, most reDresentatlvedata set For identify-

ing hemispheric climatic trends). Actually, their data set is for the re-

gion 15°N to 80°N, so most of the tropic_ :nd the So .hern _lemispnerehas

not (and cannot) been examined in light of any confirmation as to an estab-

lashed global trend. The work by van Loon and Williams (1917) shows a net

hemisp!lericcooling of about 0.3°C from 1949 to 1972, pri_rily at middle

_r_dhlgh latitudes. As presented in Figure 7, tl_isnet cooling occurs while

sonm areas have actually experienced warming. Focusing on the United States,

one can see the pattern of cold in the East dnd warm in the West. Durinq

_he Winter se,Jsor,,the Midwest and the East have been coo]ing at a rate of

ebout 0.2°C per ),ear. Another such area of exceptionally strong cooling is

tour,d in nurtherr Europe and Asia. The representativenessof Lafayctte as

ar_indicator For the G]obal trend at that latitude can _)eseen in Figure 8,

which compares the surface temperature for the Winter season (from 1949 to

present) with van Loon's value of the 700 mb-level zonal nI_11nat 40UN. The

downward trend in temperature can be noted during the period, including an

oscillation during the 1970's (thought to be the start of CO2 warmlag as pre-

viously noted). A persistent coolinq trend in both van Loon's data and the

Lafayette record, for thr past 30 years is apparent. Van Loon's, et al.,

9
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arlalyses have more suecifi..-ally shown, for beth winter and sjm_,;_, tr;_

following:

(1) net cooling, primarily at middle and high latitudes,

implying an increase in the latitudinal grddient of

temperature and

(2) even stronger cooling at the 700 mb level, primarily

at middle and higher latitudes, implying a trend of

decreasing hydrostatic stability.

; Causes of Climatic Chanqe

Climate is defined as the collection of all "longterm" statistical prop- _.

erties of the state of the atmosphere. The elements of the climate Fystem

are the atmosphere, oceans, land surfaces, cryosphere and biosphere. The

transitive or intransitive nature of the climate system is viewed by many

as the key to whether or not the equations that govern the climate system I

will admit a deterministic or non-deterministic prediction of our future

climate. Causes of climatic change are generally regarded to be in any one

of three categories:

l) External forcing mechanisms, regarded as deterministic,which

represent processes external to and independent of the climate
I
i

system, 1

2) Internal stochastic mechanisms, that are probabilistic,which
i

represent internal interactions and feedbacks between the compo-

nents of the system that are mathematical i_ nature (,luelargely

to nonlinearities of the system), erld

!

3) Resonance between the internal modes of the system and external

forcing.

14
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A good review on the deterministic and probabilistic nature of climate change

is given in the collection of papers by Lorenz (1968, 19/0, 1976, Ig/g) and

also by Hasselmann (1976). Examples of forced and free oscillations in the W

weather and climate system might be regarded, respectively,as the onset of

continental glaciation and the day-to-day weather variatiuns.

The study of climatic change can be done through observational or theo-

retical studies, both of which are rather controversal in nature. The obser-

vational task is trivial by no means and it is very difficult to be totally

convincing or definitive. Likewise, a theoretical explanation of an observed

or expected climatic change is subject to tremendous scrutiny, because the

climate system and the interpretation of its behavior involves the net effect

of several processes.

Causes of climatic change are generally reqarded to be attributed to

the following: changes in the Earth's orbital parameters (or Milankovit(.h

theory), solar variability, volcano activity, input of CO2, other gaseous

inputs and depletion of the ozone layer, ocean circulations, other human

influences, and mathematical nonlinearities.

Viev, concerning the possible effect on climate of the Earth's orbital

w_riations were initiated by Wegener (the architect of continental drift

theory, but better known to meteorologists for his work in cloud and precip-

itation physics); but were formally postulated by Mllankovitch (of Yugoslavia)

in 1941. "h_ specific features of this theory are stated below, and illustrated

in Figu_ 9:

l - the precession of the equinoxes (wobble of the axis) can produce

a 22,000 year c_,cleof ten_)eraturefluctuation, and

2 - the cbligui_y (the changing tilt of the earth's axis) can produce i

a 4],O0_O_OOjcea___r_, as a result of crltical changesin seasonal

iinsolation at the right tim and latitude.

1982013260-018
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Also it has been proposed and supported in recent work at the Lamont-Doherty

Geological Observatory that,

3 a 90,000 - I00,000 _ear cycle of climatic change can occur due to "

the changes of the eccentricity (e) in the Earth's orbit. This

has been supported by the observed systematic variations in the

volume of global ice (for seven periods of severe glaciation -

based on radioisotope techniques and analysis of ocean-bottom

sediments).

The Milankovitch theory is regarded by many as adequate for explaining

"Quaternary ice ages", but of no significance in examining smaller time

scales such as the Little Ice Age or the temperature fluctuation in the past

lO0 years (although the onset of glaciation could be more sudden than realized).
R

Next, it can be pointed out that substantial evidence exists to suggest

. that volcano activity can be a nw_chanismfor climatic change. This is suggested ,

by the results shown in Figure lO, where both instantaneous responses and

cumulative effects of volcano activity on temperature change can be noted.

The eruption of Krakatoa in 1883, or better yet Mt. Tambora (in Indonesia)

in l_15 and 1816 are examples of sudden response. Tawnborais the largest

known volcano eruption, which produced an incredible global dust veil in 1816.

That summer, no crops were grown in the midwest and New England, with snow

cover in July and August and frequent freezes reported (see Stommel's (197g)

paper, and the notes kept by Yale President, Timothy Dwight). Also in Figure

IO, it can be noted that the absence of any major volcano activity fro_ 1920

to the Ig40's interestingly corresponded to a warm period. Also, it was gen-

erally cooler when major volcano activity was present. "_

Surface measurements of solar radiation shown in Figure II, after Budyko !
I

(1969), are also consistent with the view of a cooling trend, although not I |
I

17
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conclusive as to a cause. Other studies for variou. _ rc-_u,_, also s_port

the downward trend of solar radiation during the period of coolin(l fret;

1940 to present.

An i11ustration of a coupled atmosphere-ocean-ice-earth system _ p,e-

sented in Figure 12. If one takes the most simple approach possible b_

neglecting the effects of an intervening atnw)sphere, assume heat balance,

and assign a value of 0.30 for the planetary albedo, the corresponding sur-

face temperature of the Earth is computed to be 254°K (too cold). It ,)r_e

_ves forward from this zero-order model and calculates the intervening

effects of a typical atmosphere the surface tem',)erature is ,_buut J'iO°K for

radiative equilibrium (too warm). By making a conve,:tive adjustnmnt to the

radiative equilibrium temperature profile, a represeotatiw, value of surface

temperature can be obtained, about 288°K. If north-south varidtions are also

considered then the atmospheric heat engine is set into motion to produce

a general circulation pattern of highly transient baroclinic waves to qtJasi-

steady ultralong planetary waves, with the topics acting as the boiler and

the polar latitudes as the condenser. The dy,Jamlcalheat exchange and _ts

response to possible mechanisms believed to produce climatic change are next

to impossillleto assess, however 2eneral circulatlon models of the climate

system do offer considerable promise. It is also intriguing to note that

energy be]ante models of the climate system are suggestive thdt relatively

small changes of the mean global surface temperature can be _ssociated with

major cIimatlc changes, as evident In past periods of cool;ng (such as during

the Little Ice Age) or eve;_the warming and cooling trend during the century.

Solar Varlab111_f

The remlir_ng possib]e cause of climatic change to be discussed in this

paper Is that attrlbutable to solar variability. In fact it wt11 bp

i

20
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hypothesized and supportive evidence cre'ented to c.r,uw that th,, _)r'n%_nt

cooling trend is due primarily to the effect of solar variability, prlor

to the introduction and treatmlentof the central th-sls of thi-,COmDilati,'_r, .

some general properties and behavior of the.sun arc now discuss,._d.

Figure 13 shows an idealized cross-section of the sun with its nuclear

core and primary energy source. The outer most zone of the sun is the (._n-

vection layer, which is recognized to play a very important role !n the amount

of thermal radiation that is emitted from the sun's surface or photosphere.

The top of the convection zone is manifest with its granu]ation, super granu-

lation ._ndthe sunspots that periodically come and go with regular if,tervals.

,he behavior of the convective zone and its relationship to solar _ctivity

(particularly,sunspot activity), and the occurrences ot [tis activity 'lot

inactivity)may be related to the output of themal rad_at_rm ;tom the _.un.

More specifically it c_uld be linked to variations _n the %ol.,rParanmLer

Fo (i.e. the radiant flux density at the top of the [,_rth'satmosphere -

assuming no interplanet|ry attenuation).

Granulation is a manifestation of Benard-Rayleigh convection ceils ih

the pre;ence of a magnetic field. Supergranulation is about 18 times larger

than granulatlon ceils (or about 2k_earth diameters) and can persist 120

times longer. ConvQctlve motion Is given by monitoring the doppler effect.

The flow of ionized gas from the center to the edges of the c-11 enhances

the magnetic field, which helps induce the "spicule" or flame out into the

chromosphert.

A grouping of sunspots is presente_ in Figure 14, as photographed by

=n
Project Stratoscepe on 17 August lg.., at the time of the largest sunspot-

number events thts century. The large sunspots are about equivalent to one

eart_ diameter. The dark region ts the umbr.__._aaand the grey periphery is called

' 22 _
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A portion of ¢he ";urface of the photosphere at lOtOl CST 17 August 1959
taken by Project Saratoscope. The radii of the large sunspots a_'e roughly
equivalent to the dtameter of the aarl:h.
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the penumbra. Results discussed later suggest that the ratio of the umbral/

penun_oralregion may be indicative of changes in the convective heat flux

at the top uf the convective zone, i.e. the penun_bralregion becomes propor-

tionally smailer because it is eroded by more intensive granulation. Gran-

ulation is noted at the top of the photo in Figdre 14.

_-nlarC_/cles. .".olaractivity occurs with dn approximate il-year (+ 3 y(;_.),'s}

regularity and an active _un displays not only sunspots, but also plaqe'-;,

prominences, fl_res and heterogeneities or holes in the solar corona• TbeFe

is still some disdgreement as to the cause oF sunspots, but the dynamo con-

'_ cept may ",ethe most meritous (dynaino_-a pattern of motion that amplifies

the magnetlc field ]ines). The combined effects of differential solar ro-

tation and convection can amplify magnetiz field lines, through both stretch-

ing and tilting processes. Field lines may be amplified and brought near the

surface, vmere some type of convective perturhation or buoyancy pushes the

field lines through the surface to form a pair oF sunspots of opposite

polarity {one in the Northern Hemisphere, and one in the Southern Hemisphere).

Sunspots originate in the middle latitudes and form with time at the lower

,atitudesuntil they appear near the equator in about II years, producing

the typical "butterfly" p,_ttern.

Sunspots were observed and reported by the Chinese with the naked eye

(some observers also went blind), and then Galileo invented the telescope

in 1610 and first observed and reported the sunspot phenomena in 16ll. It

was not until the middle of the 19th century that the II year cycle in sun-

spot incidence was noted, associated with Improved technology (e.g. better

i
i telescopes),better techniques such as the solar spectograph, and the statis-
4

tical evidence of about 10 consecutive ll-year cycles (from 1760 to IB70).

_r(,nlthe period in the 1700's to the present, the ll-year cycle has occurred 4

t
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v_ith regularity and witt _a,_ying inte,:s:Ly as shcw._ -i rlgure ifl. W'ear_

p_e__entiy in the middle o,_ the _odern CycJe No. 21. Jack Eddy (_.q77),

Jsing the data provided by Walter Maunder's recor,_s 4t the Roval Greenwich

Observat(_ry in Londun concluded that the period t_rom 1645 tu l/lO wa_ void ;_

of any ll-year sunspot cycles and labeled _h"s period of quiet/inactive

sun as the Maunder Minimum (see Figure 15). Ee,dy further postulated that

this period of Quiet Sun was responsible for the most severe epoch of the

i_ttie Ice Age, and this was because a quiet sun wa_ a cold sun (and also

imn',ied that an active su, is a warm sun). "t is _n o/)j_ctive u_ this

paper to show that Eddy's view is interestiqg but not corre(:t, ,_nd IP fact

that a Quiet Sun is a Warm Sun and that an Active Sun is a Cold Sun (just

the OpDOSite to Eddy's hypothesis). This has also be n rectified _o some

extent in the study by Landsberg (1980), examining additi(mal evidence c,f

sun._pots and corresponding temperature trends.

Besides the ll-year solar cycle, there is.a _22--year solar c_vcle that

corresponds to a reversal in the polarity of the magnetic field of the sun

as a whole and that of individua_ sunspots as well. This cycle does not

effect the value of the sunspot number (the Zurich Relative Sunspot Number

R is plotted in Figure 15 and is defined as K(lOg + fl, where K efficien(y

factor of the telescope, f - number of individual spots, ;xndq nur.:be_ot

sunspot groups).

Thirdly, the Gleissberg cycle,has been proposed (initially by Wolf in

]862, later by Gleisberg in 1944, and more recently by Hurd Willett at MIF',

as a (80 to I00 year) cycle that represents the envelope of maxima associa'ed

with eight ll-year cycles. Since th_ age of the telescope only about f_ur

Gleissberg cycles (at the very best) have rPsulted, and thus the persistence

or track record of this cycle has not becn substantiated (stat_stically).

J
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lhe most recent Gleissberg cycle, shown in Figure 16, should bo _n the process

of ending. The precise beginning and endi_g of the 90-y_ar cyc!- is sr,mewha_ .

vague.

_'Hypothesis of Solar Variability and Terrestrial Response

It is now proposed explicitly that the apparent observed behavior" of

global surface temperature during this century is d_,_-_ctly related to the

Gleissberg cycle of solar activity. The central elements of the hypothes_s

are as follows:

A Quiet Sun is a Warn Sun, and an Active Sur, is a Cold Sun

(contrary to Eddy's earlier hypothesis) 1

- The Sunspot Number is an adequate indicator for measuring Solar
i

activity.

- On the time scale of the Glei-_berg Cycle (_90 years) there is a

corresponding response in terrestrial temperature: Warmest Sun

during the weak ll-year cycles, and Coldest Sun during the strongest

ll-year cycles (50 < R_ < 200 for annual means, or 25 < R - lO0-- x- - max--

for ll-year running means).

- Response of Terrestrial temperature lags the occurrences of Warmest

Sun and Coldest Sun, such that the strongest rate of cooling occur_

during the maximum If-year cycles (e.g. 1957-58-59 for the curren*

Glelssberg cycle) and cunversely. (Note: outpJt of lher'malradiati_r.

or the Solar Parameter Fo is proposed to be essentially constant,

unless the solar activity exceeds some critical value (_SG), and

then the value of Fo can drop).

lIn a seminar presented by Jack Eddy at NCAR, on 12 October 1981, his vi;,,
was reversed (i.e. now consistent with the hypothesis presented here),
based largely on preliminary data analysis from the Solar ,_axMission
program.

28
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The present Gleissberg Cycie works okay f_o:'the viewpoint O? t_,s hy_ot_'c'_,s

as shown in Figure 17. The warm period ex'sted when the sunspot _'._was !,;_,

and cooling began when R exceeded 50. The strongest cooling rate correspcnded

to the largest sunspot nunl)erin late 1950's, when Fo was lowest. The rela-

tionship of the Gleissbe_g cycle and the temperature cycle is illustrated in

Figure 18.

Landsberg's Studies. Using the diaries of the Kirches, a well-known astronomy

family in Germany, (fronl!639-1774); Winkelmann, Klemm, Arnold, Liebknecht

and others, Landsberg concluded that the basic solar rythms (although weak)

were maintained through the period of the "Maunder Minimum" and that Eddy'_

conclusion is not substantiated. It is further argued by Landsberg that

Eddy was wrong on a second point: namely that the coldest epoch of the

Lit'le Ice Age was from 1645-}710. Landsberg shows that the periods (1600-

1619) and(1800-1819) were in fact the c_)lcestperiods in the Northern Hemi-

sphere (refer back to Figure 1). Finally, Landsberg did a spectral analysis

of the 400 years of estimated annual temperature departures for the northern

hemisphere, ar J found peaks (significantat t_e g9% confidence level) only

For 9g years and the quasi-biennial oscillation (_2.2 years). This lO0

year signal is an important finding, and is most likely attributable to an

external forcing function rather than so_m internal behavior of the terrestrial

systern.

MeasuFim_nt of the Solar Parameter Fo

Excellent review papers by Willson (1977), Eddy (Ig7/), Mitchell (1975),

Kondrat_fevand Nikolsky (1970) all support the vlew that a trend in Fo based

on conventional data this century Is not posslble, since the accuracy of

measurements ts no better than 0.5% to 1.0%. Is this ktnd of accuracy good

• 30
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enough to detect clinw_ticchange due to solar variability? Sensitivity

studies in climate models with feedback mechanisms general}y sh_ ',be

fol]owing for variable solar input:

l) 0.1, decrease in Fo , changes of socio-economic importance, _uch

as th,_._drming and cooling cycle observed this century.

2) I% decrease in fo _ Tearth lowers abobt l-2°C, as in the "Little

Ice Age",

3) I0% decrease in F° _ continental glaciation, and Earth possibly

ices ovPr.
r

Also, it is worth noting that these same sensitivity studies show the need

for a 50% increase in Fo to thaw out a frozen earth.

Solar Max Mission Satel_lite.Program. Richard Willson of the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory was able to place his radiometers on board the solar max mission

satellJte, which was launched on 14 February 1980. The measurement of Fo

from a space platform with 0.1_ accuracy offered the hope of more reliably

determining the response ,_fthermal radiation emission from the sun with the

passlge uF large groups of sunspbts. Preliminary data from this important

mission are given in Figure 19, which have substantiaLed the hypothesis pre-

sented in this paper. Figure 19 shows that an active sun is a colder sun,

as R --260 corresponds to dbout 0.2% drop in Fo. More recent data, not pre-

sented, show up to 0.5% drop for passage of big sunspot groups. These results

not only support the hypothesis, but discount the statement that nearby luminous

plages can .morethan compensate for the cooler sunspot effects. Longer re-

cords of such data are essential to substantiate the effects of quiet sun

and active sun on the emission of thermal radiation and changes in Fo.

Kit, Peak Observations. Livingston's (1978, 1979) efforts at Kltt Peak have .,

shown approximately a 5OK cooling of photospheric ten_oerature,from 1976-78. i
(
i
| --
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This cmrespon(J_ to an 0.35L decrease in =o_,aroutput during thp ti,neth,_"

the sunspot nun_,'r"i_creased fr,,,_about 15 Lo over I00. Briefly, tiving-

ston's technique is based on changes in the strength Or equivalent width

uf selected rrau_hofer lines, which serve as e_cel1_nt indicators of chang,.,,

in photospheric temp of the _un. For lower temperat'_resthe equiva3ent

width (or line strength) be_.omeslarger and the luminosity decreases. ?,r"

0.I".,increase in line width corresponds to about a IK decreasF in photospher}c

temperature. The Carbon line (5380_) and other nearby Iron lines were moni-

tored in detecting the cooling trend.

Umbral to Penumbral Rati,_and Solar Luminosit__y

k
The hypothesis for vari]b(Iitl in tne soI_r parameter presented h{,_.

relates _n _ very c(Jnsisientway to ;_sin_ilarhypc_th,;.isand c,J_relat_,_nF

sur_si'otactivity t_)'errestrial ,.J,Fact tenh,_r-aturegiven by F!oyt!IQ7' ;

He prol;osesan _nde×. defined as the ratio of umbra_ areas to penumbra3 areac

of sunspots, which s(-.rvesas a measure of solar convective flux and lunJincs_ty

(and thus the solar p,}rameter). Hoyt's umbral-to-penumbralratios fron_1874

to 1970, based on Greenwich data, are presented in Figure 20. Dotted sediments

in this profile represent quiet sun years and the results are probably ques-

tionable, especi,_1_yaround 1900, since the penum_ral areas are too small

C< one 109 m_11ionths of the solar hemisphere). As can be seen, the profile

i_ Figure 20 ¢nincides very nicely with tl_ecycle in surface temperature

during th_ p,,st(._0years. This oscillation in the umbral/penumbral ratio is

_,fferedas additional support for _:heauthor's hypothesis, which is now dls-

cussed.

One ca_ a_gu,._ _bat on the time scale of the G1eissberg cycle, the energy

fl,_,,frm, the interior of the sun to the bottom of the convective zone _s

constant. If the convective z(,neis in steady state, then the flow of i
I
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enevc_yfrom the top of the photosphere would balance this Inflow of energy.

_onslder now that the energ_ flowing intu the convective zone is p,._rtltloned ._ ,

into several reservoirs, namely rotational, convective, rediatir,la],thermal,

and magnetic energies. If the energy content in an),of these reservoirs

changes with time, then the flow of energy (electroi:_gneticradiation and/or

solar"wind) to space would be altered, prov]d4,ng there is no energy transfer

b,;tweenreservoirs. This means that an ene, _v increase (or decrease) it;_ny

one reqervoir would result in a c_,rrespondingdecrease (or increase) in solar

Iumino_ity. Alth,_uqhplausible, this argument has definite caveats and other -_

opposing views just _s plausible could be made.

Hoyt notes that during periods of increasing solar rotation, the umbral/

penunW_ralratiu is decreasing and the climate of the Earth is cooling or

cool (e.g., the late 19th century and the middle of the 2Oth century). As
J

tho rotation41 energy reservoir increases, the convert|re heat flux at the

t(_IJot tho photosphere rel,lxes,allowing the penumbral region to be larger.

This results in _-aller ratios of the index at times of less luminositv and

sheller values of the solar parameter. During periods when the solar rotataon

is de_reasing, the umbral/penum_ral ratio is increasing and the climate of

the Earth is warning or warm. This was the case for t_e beg|nnlng of the

20th century up until the 1930's. The greater convective heat flux during

this period decreased the penumbral regions, with granulation overtaking

the gray areas around the dark sunspots. Thus Hoyt's index increases during

periods of _lower rotation and greater luminosity. This tendency turned

around in the lg30's when the sun began t_ rotate faster and the umbrall 1+

penumbral ratio began to drop (see Figure 20). Correspondingly the drop in
|

solar lum_nc_,.it_,(and therefore the solar parameter) Initlaltedthe unset of

cooling. Increased rotation _nd cooIlng have continued until the present,

with _nbral/pen_nbral retlos now reduced to values coq}arebIe to those at

the end uf the 19th century,

37
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Lowell Observatory Studio _, bv Lockwood S:,.r, 1971 ;. _. ',J.._,,_.d ' ,.

Lowell ob .rva*ory Jn Arizona, has b{,,_.e .....-dq'jrl,l, LII_ rt'!;,tl,_,lq/_il, ')e'¢,':,o,l

the ]umlnu£1ty of p]_lnr.'ts (Saturr, l!r_nL_s, .';L.pt:n,_', _- , l]_,.,. :n,' ,,i \

,,cti_'i",. By 1974 all ,)lanets we-,. _,,,w,, , ,-l.,',t, _,_t 'i:,4 .- ',(_ ,.,

_,'..,'tivitv. %un_.r_otMinimum), witF TIL_:. ', _,,,,. IL,' ,no,_. 'q, ft. ,! _l

ship cunt.in,.Jp,1 thru,_gh 1977 during the pe.,,-J of '_,J,et S,m. l,,,Wwr,,,i',

technlque compares the lut_inosity of plan(.t with 2 (:o,_t,,31 ',tars :n t_L. ,,.,_,'/

sky. From 1978 to 1980, however, with increa-fd So-14r a( tIJity, ,,lanetar/

albedos have shown a dramatic decrease: Ag4in, another independer:t yet r,.-

!ated study substantiates the hypothps_s concerning the relat'onshlp betw.,,,_

s,,_r activity and solar luminosity.

DiaL{q,)sticStudies of Planetar_xCirculation and GCM Models

,_srer_rted and discussed at some lengLh by Agee '1980) the fuliowing

._esultshave been obtaine_ (largely by van Loon and associates at NCAR) based

nn diagnostic studies of the planetary circular!or,:

l) Net Cooling (15°N-nO°N, from 1949 to present),

2) Increase in the latitudinal g-adient o:-temperatures,

3) An increase In lapse rate between the surface _n,l

700 mb level,

4) Westerlies moved south and intensified and

5) Largest nmrldlonal heat fluxes associated with planetary wavenu,nher2.

This coupling between heat flux and planetary waves is apparently locked into

orographic features and land-sea contra_t. The positive heat _lux regions

are due :0 both, northward transport of abnormally warm air and southward

transport of abnoemlly cold air. l_,estrongest cooling is in the eastern

two-thirds of the United States and southeast Canada, and in the northern

regions of Europe and Asia.
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Climate (GCM2 Mo(ieland Comparative Results. In addition *o the evidence

presented thus far in support of the hypothesis for cooling, one can use

energy balance climate model results and corresponding GCM simulations to

make some interestilgcomparisons with global observations. It should be

noted that these models a]so have inherent weaknesses, as well as the data

sets used in diagnostic studies. Of specific interest in this paner are those

model r_,,!ts that have been obtained by varying the solar parameter. Stone

£1973) increased the solar input into an energy balance model and found an

increase in both temperature and the latitudinal gradient of temperature,

as well as the lapse rate. Stone's result was unrealistic, however', in the

sense that he had no ice albedo-temperature coupling. Sellers (1973) in-

cluded this important feedback mechanism in his energy balance nw)deland

found that for a decreased solar input there was l) at.increase in the lati-

tudi_al gradient of temperature,which was due to greater cooling rates at

the higher latitudes, and 2) an increase in the lapse rate (i.e., decreased

hydrostatic stability). These results, just opposite to Stone's, were re-

confirmed by Manabe and colleague_.using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-

oratory's (GFDL) GCM (see Sn_gorinsky, 1974) and were subsequently reported

by Wetherald and Manabe (1975). Even more iml_ortantly,these results are

consistentwith both van Loon's observational findings and the hypothesis

presented here For climatic cooling. It follows that the more realistic

climate models should not only have the proper physical response to climate

mechanisms (e.g., solar variability), but they should respond (in concert

with all other influentialmechanisms) according to the proper time scale

i (in this case the 90-yearGlelssberg cycle). Conceptually,one can envision ,

the accumulative effect of reduced solar rad_atlon, particularly at the

i higher latitudes during the sunmmr months where daily |nsolation aunts I
(
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are largest (but ,-edllced by a decreased _ _ A_ a Lonsequen,_e, the annua _• i+

accretion of the ice and snow over a F,er.od o£ seve_+i y,._,._ _,r couling

could result in a net increase in _h_ cryos;.,h_r, _ +hu_ contribute to a %

stronger cooling in the polar ]atit,ldes. The accretion of snow anJ ice ir

the Northern Hemisphere has been shown in a recent, study by Mats,an and Wiesnet

(1981), based on rather precise satellite obsevations, whiLh suggests about

a 10% increase in the cryosphere during the past decade.

Another very important aspect of the clin_tic cooling mechanism proposed

here pertains to the manner in which the dynamics of the general circulation
/

responds to a reduced input of solar radiation. It is recognized that the

meridional sensible heat flux can be due to both standing waves and transient

waves (or eddies), with obvious differences in their origin and structure.

Van Loon and Williams (1977) have examined the sensible heat flux by these

waves and van Loon (personal communication) has found a strong coupling

between the anomalous distribution of Northern Hemispheric temperatures and

an apparent planetary wave nunW_er(_2) associated with the stationary wave

heat transport. Specifically, the regions of mountain ranges ea_:tward to

warm ocean currents (e.g., from the Himalayas to the Kuroshio, and the Gulf

Stream) seem to have the strongest effect on the occurrence of standing

planetary waves and the associated heat flux. Large positive values of

nw_ridionalheat flux are observed over eastern Asia and North America due to

ncIfth-to-southeddy transport of negative anomalies in temperature, while

the positive regions over the ,NorthAtlantic and North Pacific are due to

the south-to-north transport of positive anomalies. Van Loon has shown a

particularly strong correlation in this kind of coupling between the North

Atlantic and eastern Asia. GCM model results by Manabe and Terpstra (19/4)

)
?
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have also shown that the contribution of standing eddies to heat flux is

very important with mountains in the _-*del,wheruas transient eddies dominatp

in the mountainless model. It can b_ ,urtner"argued that a possible strength-

ening and southward shift of the westerlies during the current cooling tren_

(see van Loon and Williams, ]977) could more effectively interact with the

topography of eastern Asia and North America to yield a more prominent role

by the standing planetary waves in meridional heat transport, resulting in

cooling in the interior of continents at mid- and high latitudes. This m_y

account for the type of "isobaric geometry" (a term coined by Rossby) that

' has been observed to produce the three succ,_ssivelyharsh winters in the

central and eastern United States. Referring to Figure 7 one can also note

the warming in the western part of the North A_._ricancontinent and the

eastern Pacific, which is consistent with the location of the large a_litude

stationary planetary wave_ over North America. The pattern that has been de-

picted here would support the continuation of a _trongly baroclinic zone

along the east coast oF North America (with frequent cyclone development),

but perhaps a suppression of cyclone frequency along the western border of

North America and in the Gulf of Alaska (particularly during the winter

_eason).

Van Loon and Willia_;is(1977) have compiled the tracks of January cycTones

crossing 70°W between 300 and 55°N during 1949-72. Their statistics showed

that the total cyclone frequency renmined essentially consta,_tduring the

period but the highest fF._qL,ency shifted to the south. Thls was copsistr,nt

with the findings that the westerlies tended to shift southward during this

period. Furthermore, as discussed previously, from the context of favornd

positions for stationary planetary waves the region off the east coast of

the United States might be expected to remain barocllnlcally active with no

i
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significant change in total cyclone events _but shift t,_: __l_esouth as ;i(_tedi.

These results on the climatology of cyclnnes during the cu_,'ent period o+-

c_imatic cooling have also been _ndependent!y _erived by /ishka and Smith "_

(1980). Their work for both January and Jul) cyclones was actually carried

out for a much larger region (approximatel) 20-70°N, and 30-I _ '_'zJ ','_) that en-

c )mpasses North Amerlca and large regions oF the adjacent ocean'., for the

period from 1950 to 1977, they observed ,pproximately a ?5° decrease in cyclone

frequency. Most of the decrease was associated wlth decreased activity in

the storm tracks in the far west r_gions of North #Jnerica and particuldrly

in the Gulf of Alaska. This is a very important result, in vicv_ of the dis-

cussions in the previous section, which is very con,;istent _:ith the warming

thdt occurred in the region (while strong cooling wa_ observed in the central

and eastern part of the North American continent). Zishka and Smith's re-

sults not only _,how the continuation of active storm tracks in the central J

United States and along the East Coast and Gulf Coast ti_roughout, the p_.,._od,

but also some evidence for dee_ber _torm systems as se(.n in the lowering of

the mean minimum pressure _n storms. The mean minimum pressure _n January

cyclones dropped from 990 mb at tl_e beginning of the period to 985 mb at the

end (based on a linear regression least-squares fit), and July cyclones

dropped from 1002 to lO00 mb.

Summar.vand conclusions

Considerable evidence has been presented to show that the mean annual

temperature over the Northern Hemisphere has been declining from around 1940

to the preseet. This cooling trend has amounted to _ver 0.5°C, which co,_pen-

sates for much of the warming that took place earlier this century. This

cooling has occurred primarily in the middle and high latitudes. Interestingly,

at the midd|e latitudes (e.g., 40°N) some regions have experienced warming,
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while others (e.g., the central anO eastern United States) have experienced

very strong cooling. Temperature data for a station (Lafayette, IN) witnin

the region of strongest cooling have been presented and discussed, which show

a drop in the mean annual temperature of 2.2°C from the 1930's to the present.

The cooling trend for the Northern Hemisphere has been shown by observations

to have I) increased the latitudinal gradient of temperature, and 2) decreased

the degree of r_ydrostaticstability.

ObseFvations (,.+the tlortherr_hE_Tlispherecooling trend have been couplc_

with corresponding observatiuns ()fsusnpot activity to infer a direct response

of terrestrial temperature to solar variability on the time scale of thp

Gleissberg sunspot cycle (_90 years). Central to this inference is that the

solar parameter decreases during an active Sun and increases during a quiet

Sun, which has been supported Dy recent data from the Solar Mix Missior

satellite observations. This view is also supported indirectly by solar

observations at the Kitt Peak National Observatory and the Greenwich Obser-

vatory, and the interpretation of these data by the author and by Hoyt (1979a)

as well as independent study of the variation of planetary luminosities. The

hypothesis presented states that the recent 90-year trend in surface temper-

ature (warming and then cooling) has been _xternally forced, largely by the

Gleissberg cycle and its associated change in the solar parameter (higher

fo_"small R or inactive sun, and lower for large R or active sun).

Adoitional supportive data for the solar variability mechanism have been

discussed, using the results from climate models under the condition of de-

creased solar input, Net cooling at the surface, an increased latitudinal

gradient of temperature, and an increased lapse rate have be(m simulated in

nw)delpredictions, which is consistent with observatlnns reported in this

paper. Aiso, thr sensible heat flux by the standing and transient eddies i
4
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has been considered, which again ,hows cops:stency L,etw(.e,r_obs_;,.,ationsar._

model predictions (although Cheru are rL.c_gn_z,,',we,_nessc.sit,both observc_-

tional findings and model results). Of particular _nte_'estis the apparent

southward shift of the westerlies and its associated cyclone s_.onntrack.

Interaction betwe_enmountain ranges and an adjusted stronge_ westerly flow

may contribute to larger amplitude stationary waves, which corre_spondapprox-

imately to a wave r,un_er of 2. This is consistent with temperature changes

that have been monitored in the North #Inericanand Asian continents, as well

as independent studies of cyclone frequency. About a 25% decrease in January

and July cyclone frequency has been observed in the ridge of the planetary

wave over the western sections of the North American continent. The cyclone

events in the frequent baroclinic regions of the cer,tralUnited States, [ast
R

Coast, and Gulf Coast, however, have shown no decline. Evidence has a|so

been presented to indicate that these storms may be increasing in thei_ in-

tensity through the current cooling period. The changes of the mean annual

temperature across the United States during the cooling trend have resulted

in exceptionally strong cooling in the central and eastern regions, but above

normal temperatures in the far west. This kind of temperaLure change may

represent a deterministic dynamic response of the planetary circulation to

a decreased solar parameter.

Finally, some comments are offered about the prospects for continued

cooling and its possible impact. Based on the hypothesis presented, the

current 35-40 years of cooling due to solar variability should be approaching

/ the minimum level. However, this cooler period could be sustained through

the remainder of this century, especially if aided by unusually strong volcano

activity. Empirical results by Hoyt (1979b) suggest that the present cooling

due to solar variability has been reduced somewhat by the onset of CO2 warming.
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The views, expressed by Hoyt are si_11ilarto those of the author, which are

portrayed schematically ir,Figure 21. By the turn of the century the antici-

pated weaker ll-vear cycles (and thus an increased solar parameter), associated

with the end of the current Gleissberg cycle and the beginning of a new one,

should effect an upward trend in the temperature and produce climatic warming

like that during the first half of this century. This warming could be even

more dramatic, considering the likely prospects for CO2 warming. Obviously,

the author cannot be sure of this projection, especially when so many factors

are seen to influence our weather and climate. If the proposed IW1afslcal
1'

link between sunspot activity and the solar parameter is substantiated, it

becomes even more imperative to be able to model and predict solar activity

and variability. The occurrence of another 90-year Gleissberg type of oscil-

lation is somewhat uncertain, especially in view of the unexpected large

magnitude of the current II-year cycle. There are also past accounts of un-

usual behavior of the Sun, such as the Sporer and Maunder Minima as well as

the Grand Maximum. Also, a view could be expressed that if and when the on-

set of cooling begins, corresponding to the next epoch of continental glacia-

tion, the addition of CO2 to the atmosphere could be a means of opposing this

cooling.

Finally, attention should continue to focus on the results from the

Solar Max Mission satellite measurements of Fo. Additional measurements from

a space platform should be planned and continued so that an adequate period

of Fo data can be compiled (at least through one ll-year solar cycle). Also,

other independent efforts related to solar activity, as reported here, should

be continued and supported. Precise determination of the thermml radiation

emitted by the sun is essential and necessary to adequately address the prob-

lem of climatic change, especially since we have the technologica] capabillty

to do _o.
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